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JGA Chairman Ken Nisch likens the work his company does to filmmak-
ing. As a designer of retail stores, he explains, JGA is much like a filmmaker in
that it seeks to create an impressive visual experience for people that will cre-
ate favorable memories to keep them coming back for more. 

And just like a blockbuster movie studio boasts a number of big names, JGA
has itself provided vehicles for some world-class names, such as Hershey’s,
Coca-Cola and Jaguar. 

Nisch says the company approaches each design with an eye to integration,
creating an experience where no one element outperforms or overwhelms the
others, but all work together to make a sure hit with customers.

“We’re finding ourselves much more involved with customers [in] creating
a 360-degree retail experience,” Nisch says. Founded in 1971, JGA has become
one of America’s leading firms specializing in retail design, brand strategy and
architecture. Nisch says the company began helping retail outlets stand out dur-
ing the 1980s, when shopping centers and national chains rose to prominence.

“We grew with that phenomenon through the ‘80s, working with the emerg-
ing national chains and with the growth of specialty stores,” Nisch says.

Eye for Design
One of JGA’s biggest advantages for customers is the fact that as a source
for design, architecture and brand development, the company can offer one-

stop shopping for all those needs. “If you were a retailer and you’re looking
to be in the store business, we would work with you on everything from posi-
tioning strategy, competition, operational and merchandizing, branding and
graphics, construction management [and] approving designs of shopping
mall tenants,” Nisch says. 

Other interior designers don’t have the resources to provide a single
source for all of it, he adds.

‘Continuous Experience’
When focusing on interior design, Nisch says, JGA looks to create a continu-
ous experience for consumers, one that is integrated, “not a series of unre-
lated layers.”

The first step is for JGA to review the space the client has, as well as col-
lect the impressions it wants to make on the public. 

“You really start out with trying to understand what these particular clients
bring to the table,” Nisch says. “We really walk in there without a bias.”

The amount of direction JGA receives from clients varies from case to
case. “You end up starting with, in one case, a client who is highly knowl-
edgeable about retail; in one case you might be trying to open the mind of a
client up and in another you might be dealing with a Retail 101,” Nisch says.

JGA helps clients develop a “vision vocabulary,” which is a catalog of the
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‘Blockbuster Designs’
JGA creates ‘holistic’ store environments likened to Hollywood sets. 
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impressions the client wants customers to feel while shopping at the store.
Nisch says this part of the process is a lot like writing a screenplay or draw-
ing a storyboard for a motion picture. 

“Much like a film, you build the sets after you write the story,” he says.
JGA places an emphasis on blending all the elements of a design together,

and Nisch says the company takes a “holistic” view of each client’s needs. 
This includes making sure the interior architecture, any multimedia inside

the store and even the merchandise itself all seem as if they were made for
each other. 

“We recognize that you’re creating a retail environment,” Nisch says. “I
think the components themselves are not new, but the integration of them is.”

After the store’s “story” is written and the design elements are chosen,
JGA supplements them with interactive pieces such as sound design and even
scent dispensers. 

“We’re really trying to appeal to all five senses,” Nisch says.

‘Client University’
When JGA designed retail outlets for Hershey’s in New York City’s Times
Square and Chicago, the company created an atmosphere that went beyond
a simple retail store. 

Inside, the company presented customers with a bright “candy factory”
environment that highlighted vintage advertising for the Hershey’s many
candy brands and featured vintage elements from old-fashioned diners and
bakeries, such as glass tiles and custom grillwork.

In the case of clothing retailer Hot Topic, JGA took the brand’s design away
from its formerly Gothic influences and emphasized a post-industrial feel
inspired by warehouses of London. 

The company says the atmosphere creates a strong impression with teens
by presenting them with an authentic setting, heavy music and streetwear.

Nisch says he doesn’t mind being challenged by a client with a different
idea or radical concept. He says it’s meeting those challenges that has made
the company stronger. 

“I always contend that we’ve gone to ‘Client University’ as an organiza-
tion,” he says.

Diversity Matters
The company’s diverse experience also has helped it hold onto its employees,
who need to remain fresh and creative under the frantic deadlines JGA expe-
riences. Nisch says the company has designed many kinds of retail environ-
ments, which has needed to appeal to everyone from “angry teenagers to
garden-loving suburbanites.” 

That challenge invigorates the company’s staff of 50, he says. “Most peo-
ple are naturally curious of new customer segments and the new challenges
each bring.”

More and more, retailers are looking to create a single unified theme that
instantly resonates with customers. 

As such, the role of interior designers like JGA is becoming much more
strategic, Nisch says. As such, he believes JGA has the talent and the
resources to remain a valuable partner to its customers for a long time. n

JGA approaches each design with an eye for integration, creating an experience where no one
element outperforms or overwhelms the others, but all work together to make a sure hit with
customers, according to Chairman Ken Nisch. 
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